Assignment 8

The due date for submitting this assignment has passed. 

1) Writing a data set does not contain information about...
   - Answer: unit cell information
   - Crystal Orbit
   - Crystal structure

2) What is the Miller Index?
   - Answer: a way to identify crystal planes
   - Structure Form
   - Crystal structure

3) What is the hkl notation? It is used to determine the location of a plane in the unit cell. It is
   - Answer: a way to identify crystal planes
   - Structure Form
   - Crystal structure

4) What is the significance of the Miller Index?
   - Answer: a way to identify crystal planes
   - Structure Form
   - Crystal structure

5) What is the significance of the Miller Index?
   - Answer: a way to identify crystal planes
   - Structure Form
   - Crystal structure

6) What is the significance of the Miller Index?
   - Answer: a way to identify crystal planes
   - Structure Form
   - Crystal structure

7) What is the significance of the Miller Index?
   - Answer: a way to identify crystal planes
   - Structure Form
   - Crystal structure

8) What is the significance of the Miller Index?
   - Answer: a way to identify crystal planes
   - Structure Form
   - Crystal structure

9) What is the significance of the Miller Index?
   - Answer: a way to identify crystal planes
   - Structure Form
   - Crystal structure

10) What is the significance of the Miller Index?
    - Answer: a way to identify crystal planes
    - Structure Form
    - Crystal structure